A VISION BECOMES REALITY

DIVUS had a vision – with an irrefutable belief in itself

the innovative features form a smart device of the

and its ability, DIVUS pursued this vision on the long

highest sophistication and exclusivity.

path to perfection and expressed it in DIVUS CIRCLE.

DIVUS CIRCLE is the ideal fusion of form and function –

The result far exceeded our expectations.

it has become visible perfection.

The combination of the timelessly reduced design and

„Our design process began with the search for the extraordinary, an appearance
that leaves the mass of ever-similar products behind while meeting the taste
of the crowd.
A form that welcomes the user directly at the front door, at the gate, or at the
internal reception and communicates through its changeability on different
levels.
The answer was the CIRCLE.
Almost magical, like an aura, the backlight shines at dusk. The soft lighting
brightens the entrance area and provides an unobtrusive additional security
and serves as a guide.
Circle automates everyday functions in an individual way and provides
security and transparency in an ever-changing environment.“
Christian Zanzotti, Designer
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AWARD-WINNING & EXCELLENT.

The jurys were the same opinion: Form and function

Not only the exceptional shape, an appearance

unite in a unique way to DIVUS CIRCLE.

clearly different from the competition and setting new

It is door station, wall lamp and digital bodyguard all-in-

standards, but also the smart, innovative features, the

one – the optimal product at your front door.

easy and intuitive operation and the hight quality of the

DIVUS CIRCLE has won several prestigious awards:

product are honored.
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INNOVATION

The classic features of the doorbell are being upgraded,

quality even with loud street noise.

ushering in a new era of door intercom systems. This

DIVUS CIRCLE becomes a digital butler that is

video intercom system convince with his innovative

omnipresent and always available, reliably accepting

aesthetics and the modern technology. A smart building

and passing on messages. At the same time he is your

can now be recognized right at the front door.

personal butler and guard of your house. Guests are

DIVUS CIRCLE is equipped with a camera with day and

greeted, skeptically observed or decidedly rejected,

night vision, as well as a fisheye lens. Speaker and

depending on preset preferences and scenarios the

microphone with echo cancelling guarantee perfect call

resident has choosen.
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EASY & INTUITIVE

The integrated LCD touch display guarantees optimal

and the dashboard information can be configured by the

usability of the innovative features of DIVUS CIRCLE.

homeowner according to their personal taste.

The user interface has been designed to be intuitive and

The use of the DIVUS CIRCLE by the visitor is characterized

easy to use - and this for both the homeowner in the

by continuous feedback. The intercom interacts with

configuration, as well as for the visitor in daily use.

the guest, what makes you feel comfortable with every

The user interface is designed that the color scheme

action you are taking.

Dashboard with
Privacy Mode

Dashboard with
name and adress

Dashboard with name,
adress and picture
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BUTLER & BODYGUARD

Thanks to a proximity sensor, CIRCLE awakes at a

From 1.5 meters, the integrated infrared motion detector

distance of 8m. An individual avatar appears, which acts

reacts. The avatar leaves its place to the selected

as a digital butler, greeting or „observing“ visitors.

dashboard. During the day, personal information such as

The homeowner can make these settings himself in

address, family name and family photo can be shown.

advance through a convenient and intuitive configuration,

The homeowner decides for himself how much he

depending on personal preferences and needs, e.g. day

wants to display.

or night time, day of the week, vacation. He chooses

DIVUS CIRCLE takes on the tasks of a reliable and

between the predefined profiles „Friendly“, „Skeptical“

ubiquitous butler and protector in a modern and

and „Bodyguard“.

pioneering way.

Watching eye
as avatar

Watchdog
as avatar

Bodyguard
as avatar
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APPLICATION

DIVUS CIRCLE is extremely versatile: from single-family

function of an answering machine, since voice messages

homes and villas to condominiums and office towers –

are accepted and can be called upon by the indoor call

the size of the property is not an issue for DIVUS CIRCLE.

station. On request, photos can be taken and saved

In large, complex residential buildings and office towers,

temporarily of any visitor.

the touchdisplay enables the placement of all names or

DIVUS CIRCLE is equipped with an RFID receptor,

residential parties in telephone book look. The necessary

which eliminates the need for a key. A temporary

data can be displayed and selected with convenient and

access code gives you the possibility to allow

commonly known swipe gestures.

certain people exclusive access to the building at

The SIP-based DIVUS CIRCLE also takes over the

predefined times.

Villa

Compound

Compound
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WALL LIGHT

The CIRCLE is installed in the wall with his mounting box.

it can function as a full-fledged wall lamp. The color of

The 8mm thick wall structure gives the impression of a

the LEDs can be set by the homeowner at will and wrap

weightless floating object. The glass hides the powerful

his entrance in a pleasant color. The brightness sensor

and energy-saving RGB LED ring. It it designed so that

regulates the strength of the LEDs.

RGB LED
wall lamp in green

RGB LED
wall lamp in red

RGB LED
wall lamp in blu
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BUNDLE

In combination with the permanently installed DIVUS

comfort, increased security and elegant design.

TOUCHZONE touch panel and a user interface DIVUS

As a complete system, this innovative bundle sets

VIDEOPHONE, DIVUS CIRCLE is a complete and

new standards in door communication and integrated

innovative door intercom. It is designed to provide total

building automation.

Outdoor:
CIRCLE or CIRCLE small

Indoor:
TOUCHZONE or Smartdevices

FEATURES

Day/Night
CAM

Proximity
sensor

Display
17,8 cm - 7“

Echocancellilng

Microphone

Loudspeaker

RGB LED Ring

Wall light

RFID

Accesscode

Voice
message

Avatar

Dashboard

Videophone

Touchpanel

Smartdevices

Appstore

Google Play

We like to call the CIRCLE small the little brother of the

It is intended to be used as an indoor unit in

DIVUS CIRCLE. Despite the smaller external dimensions,

condominiums, in side entrances or backdoors.

he is the „big“ in hardly anything. So he is a fully functional,

The rear LED ring shines in a white, pleasant light. It

SIP-based video door intercom station including capacitive

is strong enough to illuminate the entrance area

bell, camera, proximity sensor and RFID module. The

independently. So CIRCLE S also makes a great figure as

CIRCLE S is available with or without display.

a full-fledged wall lamp.

CIRCLE small
without Display

CIRCLE small
with Display
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Intercom & apps
NE

W

Touch panels for each application

TZ07 – TZ10 – TZ15 – TZ19

DS10 – DS15 – DS19

DM15 – DM19

DIVA22

DD10 – DD15 – DD19

Building Control, Visualisation & Network
NE

W

DIVUS GmbH . Headquarters . Pillhof 51 . I-39057 Eppan (Italy) . Tel. +39 0471 633 662 . Fax. +39 0471 631 829
DIVUS Germany . Leinfelder Str. 64 . D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen . Tel. +49 (0)711 5087 5923
info@divus.eu . www.divus.eu

